Can rocket science make a seat more comfortable?

Can technology be so intuitive that more of it feels like less?

Can having the best of all worlds lead you to discover more of yours?
LX
Completely reimagined to elevate the driver and drive to unprecedented heights, this is the next chapter of flagship luxury. More powerful than ever before, the 2022 LX features an all-new platform and a new 409-horsepower twin-turbo engine. Its chassis delivers greater agility on-road, and a full-time four-wheel drive system improves capability off-road. Inside, the new Lexus Interface features a combined 19.3 inches of touchscreen access to wireless Apple CarPlay integration, vehicle information and more. While class-leading standard Lexus Safety System+ provides greater peace of mind.

To craft the most amazing machines, you don’t start with machines at all. You start with people.

The 2022 Lexus LX

---

LX PREMIUM
Take the agile on-road handling of the LX to the next level with an Adaptive Variable Suspension. The contemporary LX interior is also enhanced with customizable Thematic Ambient Illumination and seating for seven. Comfort is made more personal with a heated leather-trimmed steering wheel, heated and ventilated front seats, and heated second-row outboard seats. And, for added convenience, the LX Premium features a Power Rear Door with Kick Sensor and third-row seating that folds flat with the press of a button.

LX LUXURY
Building upon the LX Premium, the LX Luxury commands attention with 22-inch forged wheels with machined finish and rewards you and your passengers with seating trimmed in soft semi-aniline leather, a heated wood- and leather-trimmed steering wheel, and ventilated second-row outboard seats. The new 25-speaker Mark Levinson® Reference Surround Sound enables you to unlock a deeper appreciation of music. While one-touch auto-arrange power-folding seats and an auto door closer make everyday tasks effortless.

LX F SPORT HANDLING
The first-ever LX F SPORT Handling pairs provocative style with exhilarating handling. Inside, bolstered F SPORT seats and race-inspired details can be found throughout. Outside, striking front and rear fascia designs are punctuated by exclusive head-turning 22-inch forged F SPORT wheels with Dark Gray Metallic finish. Of course, style is only one way to turn heads. An exclusive Torsen® limited-slip differential, front and rear performance dampers, and available Active Height Control combine to deliver the most thrilling on-road performance of any LX to date.

LX ULTRA LUXURY
Experience the epitome of craftsmanship for the senses. An intelligent suspension with Active Height Control provides an invigorating and refined ride. Inside, our first-ever four-seat configuration indulges with massaging rear-seat captain’s chairs that recline up to 48 degrees. Trimmed in diamond-stitch semi-aniline leather, they also feature world-class accommodations including a power-retractable ottoman, personal tray table, wireless charger, and a Rear-Seat Entertainment System with individual or mirrored screens that fold out of view when not in use.
LX Luxury shown with Palomino semi-aniline leather and Brown Open-Pore Wood interior trim.
LX Luxury shown in Manganese Luster® (left), LX Ultra Luxury shown in Atomic Silver (right)
When compromise is not an option and the driver is all that matters, this is the result. Delivering the ultimate in strength and refinement, an all-new platform serves as the foundation for five distinct and stunning models of the LX. Purposefully designed for those who recognize that the true measure of style is the substance beneath, the LX features a dramatically sculpted hood and new Premium Triple-Beam LED headlamps—all to help enhance visibility. A more dimensional grille design optimizes cooling performance. And the sleek, full-width Blade Taillamp isn’t just captivating—it’s brilliance ensures that the LX always stands out.

Completely reimagined to elevate your driving experience to unprecedented heights, this is the next chapter of flagship luxury.
DESIGN

INCOMPARABLE INDULGENCE

With the first-ever four-seat LX Ultra Luxury, the next luxury icon has been born.

While every aspect of the spacious LX interior was designed to reward the senses, the LX Ultra Luxury offers the epitome of world-class comfort. It’s comfort that could only come by looking somewhere outside of the world itself. Using NASA research on neutral body posture in certain zero-G applications, Lexus crafted the reclining captain’s chair and ottoman to position and hold passengers in their natural relaxed state.

Impeccable craft continues throughout. Beyond its uniquely contoured headrests, the seatbacks have specially engineered cushions to absorb vibrations, while providing support uniquely optimized for each part of the body. Intuitive technology embodies the ultimate in gracious hospitality, with a digital control panel that lets you personalize your seating position and then memorizes your preferences. Rear-seat entertainment displays can fold out of view when not in use. Even the air is made more accommodating. An advanced climate system with strategically placed vents, including in the ceiling, showers rear-seat occupants with soothing air set to their preferred temperature. This is luxury unlike anything you’ve ever seen or felt.
Command attention and the road like never before with the debut of the LX F SPORT Handling. Forging a more visceral connection, unique tuning optimizes the LX’s lower center of gravity for greater agility and boasts a Torsen limited-slip differential for further enhanced cornering, traction and straight-line stability. Lower and more dynamic front and rear fascia pair head-turning style with optimized aerodynamics. An exclusive black mesh grille takes the signature F SPORT grille design even further by enhancing cooling performance. And exclusive 22-inch forged F SPORT wheels, the largest ever on an LX, punctuate its athletic stance while keeping unsprung weight low for optimal handling.

The distinctive design continues inside, where you’ll find exclusive F SPORT upgrades including performance-inspired instrumentation. F SPORT front seats are engineered to grip you through high-G turns and feature enhanced bolsters and badged headrests. And, for added distinction at every touchpoint, you’ll find a perforated leather–trimmed sport steering wheel and shift knob, aluminum pedals and more.
GET AWAY FROM IT ALL
AND TAKE IT ALL WITH YOU

Discover uncharted spaces in a spacious interior filled with thoughtful accommodations. From available power fold-flat third-row seating to automated seating configurations that offer more space for more spontaneity, the new LX offers the adventurer everything but compromise.

FOLD-FLAT THIRD ROW
Now offered on the LX, power 50/50-split third-row seats can be reclined for added comfort when in use and folded flat into the floor when more space is needed. For fast, convenient access to a more expansive cargo area, simply press the button adjacent to the rear door to automatically fold or unfold the seats.

AUTO-TUMBLE SECOND ROW
Your passengers can now enjoy more seamless access to and from the third-row seats. By pressing a button on the second-row shoulder, the driver’s seat temporarily moves forward while the second-row seats automatically tumble forward and out of the way.

AUTO-ARRANGE FUNCTIONALITY
Now with just the press of a single button, you can configure all the seating automatically to provide maximum cargo space. First, the front seats temporarily move forward, then both second and third rows fold down.
When greater agility on-road combines with added capability and confidence off-road, a new world of possibility unfolds.

Crafting a driving experience around the driver’s senses means there is no meeting halfway. It means going all in on an all-new engine that’s smaller, yet more powerful. Engineering an entirely new platform that’s lighter and has a lower center of gravity, with a frame that is as strong and rigid as before. And enhancing handling systems to make every road, or off-road, more exhilarating than ever. It’s the best of all worlds, crafted for one purpose: to empower you to discover more of yours.
PERFORMANCE

NEW TWIN-TURBOCHARGED V6
Elevating performance on every road, the all-new LX engine is smaller, yet more powerful. Its twin-turbocharged V6 delivers 409 horsepower with 479 lb-ft of torque for instantaneous power. Its new 10-speed Direct-Shift automatic transmission is designed to select the optimal gear for every condition. And with Trailer Sway Control and an improved 8,000-lb towing capacity, this world-class flagship is primed and ready for even more possibilities.

ACTIVE HEIGHT CONTROL
Twice as fast and offering four unique height settings, the new available Active Height Control system takes the driving experience further. On rough roads, this system partners with off-road driving functions to make height adjustments to each individual wheel, allowing for greater wheel articulation to help you confidently overcome harsh terrain. At highway speeds, the system defaults to a lower center of gravity for optimized stability and handling. By integrating both the front and rear suspensions, the system can even detect a sharp turn of the steering wheel as you enter a curve and automatically respond to help reduce body roll by nearly 25% compared to the previous LX.

ENHANCED ON-ROAD AGILITY
Responding to drivers as well as the road, the new driver-selectable Adaptive Variable Suspension offers improved response to changing driving situations thanks to more instantaneous damping force. This smoother and more precise control results in enhanced ride comfort and more ideal composure throughout the cabin, even reducing rocking of the vehicle when traversing rough terrain. Adding further refinement to the driving experience is the LX’s new Electronic Power-Assisted Steering, which helps optimize steering response at both high and low speeds.

LEXUS SAFETY SYSTEM+ 2.5+
Peace of mind comes standard with this suite of class-leading standard active safety equipment. It includes a Pre-Collision System with Pedestrian Detection, Lane Departure Alert with Steering Assist, All-Speed Dynamic Radar Cruise Control, and more.

MORE POWER.
MORE EXHILARATION.
Pairing the strength of a new twin-turbo V6 with the agility of a handling system so advanced it changes with every curve, the LX empowers like never before.
ENGINEERED FOR ADVENTURE

Pushing the boundaries of off-road capability, the only question is: Where will you go first?

MULTI-TERRAIN SELECT
An innovative new Multi-Terrain Select system provides more integrated control of the drive force and suspension, further enhancing off-road capability and control over varied landscapes. The operating range of controls has been extended for use on a wider variety of terrains, from snow-covered roads to intensive off-road driving. And the Lexus-first Auto mode can select the optimum mode using sensors combined with the driver’s braking and throttle inputs.

CRAWL CONTROL
Activated with just the press of a button, Crawl Control® is designed to automatically maintain an optimal slow and steady pace over challenging terrain. Turn Assist can also tighten your turning circle by adding brake force to the inside rear wheel.

FULL-TIME FOUR-WHEEL DRIVE
The Torsen torque-sensing limited-slip center differential with electronic differential lock efficiently distributes engine power between the front and rear axles, optimizing traction in a wide variety of conditions. Four-wheel Active Traction Control helps keep you on course and feeling secure by using sensors to detect and help prevent wheel slippage.
The greatest technology is that which takes the least effort to understand—technology so intuitive that having more of it actually feels like less. Case in point, an all-new Lexus Interface™ that seamlessly connects you via touchscreen—or voice—to an available Intelligent Assistant™ that gets smarter over time. And wirelessly integrates with Apple CarPlay® for your iPhone, or Android Auto™. It’s the convenience of more than 19 inches of screen access, including a lower display that’s designed to inform, not distract. The product of relentless imagination and human-centered design, this is technology as it should be.

LX shown with Black semi-aniline leather and Black Open-Pore Wood interior trim (left); LX shown with Apple CarPlay® integration for your iPhone® (right).
SEE AND DO MORE.
EVEN WHILE INSIDE.

Designed for the senses, the LX offers the pinnacle of thoughtful convenience and impeccable refinement.

LEXUS INTERFACE

The all-new Lexus Interface® offers connectivity that’s seamless and intuitive. An integrated Intelligent Assistant™ enables you to control most features with just your voice, and gets smarter over time. Cloud Navigation™ offers more accurate directions. Wireless charging® and integration with Apple CarPlay® and Android Auto® offer the ultimate in convenience. While Profiles allow different drivers to create personalized settings that can go from vehicle to vehicle.

MULTI-TERRAIN MONITOR

For greater visibility during off-road excursions, the advanced Multi-Terrain Monitor® uses the upper display to show a variety of distinct camera views from under the vehicle to keep the driver informed. The innovative Underfloor View and world’s-first Back Underfloor View provide images of the area underneath the vehicle and around the rear wheels. While the lower display shows pertinent information like throttle inputs, vehicle tilt and more.

MARK LEVINSON REFERENCE SURROUND SOUND

Unlock a deeper appreciation of sound and experience music in its highest fidelity with new, available Mark Levinson Reference Surround Sound. Boasting 2,400 watts and 25 speakers meticulously positioned throughout the cabin, this bespoke system envelops you in a three-dimensional soundscape that’s crafted by the same masters who engineer six-figure home audio systems.

REAR-SEAT ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM

The available dual-screen Rear-Seat Entertainment System™ enables two video sources to be viewed at the same time on the 11.4-inch LCD screens with headphones. For added convenience, an HDMI port and two USB® charging ports are available in the back of the center console.

DELIVERY AND TECHNOLOGY SPECIALISTS

To help you get the most out of these and other features in your new Lexus, a Vehicle Delivery Specialist will walk you through nearly every setting and function you desire. And to answer questions that arise after delivery, a Vehicle Technology Specialist can offer expert guidance in person or without you ever leaving the driveway via camera-enabled apps like FaceTime®. Learn more about these services at lexus.com/specialists.
**LX STYLES**

**LX**
- Standard features on every LX:
  - 20-in alloy wheels with machined finish
  - Lexus Interface™ with 12.3-in touchscreen display
  - 7-in vehicle information display
  - Panoramic View Monitor®
  - Multi-Terrain Monitor®
  - Wireless charger
  - Bluetooth® and USB® smartphone connectivity
  - Safety Connect®, Service Connect®, Remote Connect® Wi-Fi Connect™—with AT&T Wi-Fi hotspot and Integrated Streaming (Apple Music® and Amazon Music® compatibility)
  - Drive Connect™ trial with Cloud Navigation, including Google® points-of-interest (POI) data, Intelligent Assistant, including Hey Lexus, and Destination Assist. Subscription required.
  - Lexus app (Remote Connect® engine start, service scheduling, Vehicle Health Reports/Autos and more)
  - Wireless Apple CarPlay® integration
  - Wireless Android Auto™ compatibility
  - SiriusXM® 3-month Platinum Plan trial subscription is included
  - 10-speaker Premium Sound System
  - Four USB® ports
  - Five-passenger leather seating
  - Headlamp washers
  - Premium Triple-Beam LED headlights
  - Blade Taillamp
  - Windshield washer de-icer
  - Heated front seats
  - Power rear door
  - Power tilt-and-slide moonroof
  - Auto-dimming rearview mirror with HomeLink® system
  - 8,000-lb towing capacity
  - Lexus Safety System+ 2.5
  - Intuitive Parking Assist with Auto Braking
  - Complimentary maintenance services (Please refer to the Warranty and Services Guide for details.)

**LX PREMIUM**
- Includes LX features, and adds or replaces:
  - Adaptive Variable Suspension
  - Head-Up Display
  - Thematic Ambient Illumination
  - Seven-passenger seating
  - Power fold-flat third row
  - Heated and ventilated front seats and heated second-row outboard seats
  - Heated leather-trimmed steering wheel
  - Power Rear Door with Kick Sensor
  - Six USB® ports

**LX LUXURY**
- Includes LX Premium features, and adds or replaces:
  - 22-in forged alloy wheels with machined finish
  - One-touch auto-arrange power-folding seats
  - Heated wood- and leather-trimmed steering wheel
  - Semi-aniline leather–trimmed seating
  - Ventilated second-row outboard seats
  - Rear-seat manual sunshades
  - Mark Levinson® 25-speaker, 2,400-watt Reference Surround Sound
  - Cool box
  - Auto door closer
  - Illuminated door sills

**LX ULTRA LUXURY**
- Includes LX Luxury features, and adds or replaces:
  - 22-in forged alloy wheels with Silver finish
  - Active Height Control
  - Rear Seat Entertainment System® with dual 11.4-in screens
  - Rear-seat wireless charger
  - Digital Rearview Mirror
  - Second-row captain’s chairs
  - Power right-rear ottoman

**LX F SPORT HANDLING**
- Includes LX Premium features, and adds or replaces:
  - 22-in forged F SPORT wheels with Dark Gray Metallic finish
  - F SPORT-tuned suspension
  - Torsen® limited-slip differential
  - F SPORT front fascia and mesh grille insert
  - F SPORT rear bumper with rear valance
  - F SPORT semi-aniline leather–trimmed seats
  - F SPORT perforated leather–trimmed heated steering wheel
  - F SPORT aluminum pedals
  - Illuminated door sills
  - Cool box
  - Rear stabilizer bar
  - Performance dampers

**Includes LX features, and adds or replaces:**
- Adaptive Variable Suspension
- Head-Up Display
- Thematic Ambient Illumination
- Seven-passenger seating
- Power fold-flat third row
- Heated and ventilated front seats and heated second-row outboard seats
- Heated leather-trimmed steering wheel
- Power Rear Door with Kick Sensor
- Six USB® ports

**Includes LX Premium features, and adds or replaces:**
- 22-in forged F SPORT wheels with Dark Gray Metallic finish
- F SPORT-tuned suspension
- Torsen® limited-slip differential
- F SPORT front fascia and mesh grille insert
- F SPORT rear bumper with rear valance
- F SPORT semi-aniline leather–trimmed seats
- F SPORT perforated leather–trimmed heated steering wheel
- F SPORT aluminum pedals
- Illuminated door sills

**Includes LX Luxury features, and adds or replaces:**
- 22-in forged alloy wheels with Silver finish
- Active Height Control
- Rear Seat Entertainment System® with dual 11.4-in screens
- Rear-seat wireless charger
- Digital Rearview Mirror
- Second-row captain’s chairs
- Power right-rear ottoman

**Includes LX features, and adds or replaces:**
- 22-in forged alloy wheels with machined finish
- Lexus Interface™ with 12.3-in touchscreen display
- 7-in vehicle information display
- Panoramic View Monitor®
- Multi-Terrain Monitor®
- Wireless charger
- Bluetooth® and USB® smartphone connectivity
- Safety Connect®, Service Connect®, Remote Connect® Wi-Fi Connect™—with AT&T Wi-Fi hotspot and Integrated Streaming (Apple Music® and Amazon Music® compatibility)
- Drive Connect™ trial with Cloud Navigation, including Google® points-of-interest (POI) data, Intelligent Assistant, including Hey Lexus, and Destination Assist. Subscription required.
- Lexus app (Remote Connect® engine start, service scheduling, Vehicle Health Reports/Autos and more)
- Wireless Apple CarPlay® integration
- Wireless Android Auto™ compatibility
- SiriusXM® 3-month Platinum Plan trial subscription is included
- 10-speaker Premium Sound System
- Four USB® ports
- Five-passenger leather seating
- Headlamp washers
- Premium Triple-Beam LED headlights
- Blade Taillamp
- Windshield washer de-icer
- Heated front seats
- Power rear door
- Power tilt-and-slide moonroof
- Auto-dimming rearview mirror with HomeLink® system
- 8,000-lb towing capacity
- Lexus Safety System+ 2.5
- Intuitive Parking Assist with Auto Braking
- Complimentary maintenance services (Please refer to the Warranty and Services Guide for details.)
PACKAGES

INTERIOR UPGRADE PACKAGE
(LX Premium)
- Semi-aniline leather-trimmed seating
- Ventilated second-row outboard seats
- Cool box

APPEARANCE PACKAGE
(LX Premium, LX Luxury)
- Matte Gray grille
- Black Chrome window trim
- Black Chrome bumper trim
- Black outside mirrors and door handles
- Dark Gray roof rails
- 18-in Matte Gray alloy wheels (available on LX Premium or LX Luxury when equipped with Appearance Package)

OPTIONS

INTERIOR UPGRADE PACKAGE
(LX Luxury, LX F SPORT Handling)
- Active Height Control
- Rear-Seat Entertainment System with dual 11.4-in screens (LX Luxury)
- Mark Levinson 25-speaker, 2,400-watt Reference Surround Sound (LX Premium, LX F SPORT Handling)
- 18-in Matte Gray alloy wheels (available on LX Premium or LX Luxury when equipped with Appearance Package)

APPEARANCE PACKAGE
(LX Premium, LX Luxury)
- Matte Gray grille
- Black Chrome window trim
- Black Chrome bumper trim
- Black outside mirrors and door handles
- Dark Gray roof rails
- 18-in Matte Gray alloy wheels (available)

DIMENSIONS

OVERALL LENGTH 200.5 IN / WHEELBASE 112.2 IN / WIDTH 78.3 IN / HEIGHT 74.6 IN

LX 600

| HORSEPOWER | V6 TWIN-TURBO ENGINE | 10-SPEED DIRECT-SHIFT AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION |
| 409 | 3.5 LITER | 4WD STANDARD |
| 479 LB-FT TORQUE | |

8,000 LB TOWING CAPACITY

5 PASSENGER SEATING (LX)

7 PASSENGER SEATING (LX PREMIUM, LX LUXURY, LX F SPORT HANDLING)

4 PASSENGER SEATING (LX ULTRA LUXURY)

8 INCH GROUND CLEARANCE
**WHEELS**

18-in
- Matte Gray alloy wheels
- AVAILABLE Appearance Package

20-in
- Alloy wheels with machined finish
- STANDARD LX, LX Premium

22-in
- Forged alloy wheels with machined finish
- STANDARD LX Luxury

22-in
- Forged alloy wheels with Silver finish
- STANDARD LX Ultra Luxury

22-in
- Forged F SPORT wheels with Dark Gray Metallic finish
- STANDARD LX F SPORT Handling

LX F SPORT Handling shown in Ultra White™
**COLOR, MATERIAL & FINISH**

**INTERIOR & TRIM**

- FALCON LEATHER AND SAPPHIRE BLUE LEATHER
- WHITE - PREMIUM 30% SAPPHIRE BLUE LEATHER
- BLACK LEATHER AND SADDLE LEATHER
- CACIQUE LEATHER AND SADDLE LEATHER
- CHARCOAL LEATHER AND SADDLE LEATHER

**ACCESSORIES**

- All-weather cargo mat
- All-weather floor mat
- Cargo net
- Dash cover
- Door edge film by 3M®
- Fuel filter
- Hood and Grille paint protection film, Xpel®
- Illuminated cargo sill
- Illuminated rearview mirror
- Key covers with Lexus logo
- Rear view mirror base
- Tow hook assembly
- Tow trailer ball
- Wheel locks

**F SPORT ACCESSORY**

- 18- to 20-inch alloy wheels

**DISCLOSURES**

- Before towing, confirm your vehicle and trailer are compatible, hooked up properly and you have any necessary additional equipment. If gross trailer weight is above 5,000 lb (2,268 kg), it is necessary to check with a Chevrolet dealer for additional limitations and details. The manufacturer recommends reinforcing the frame of the trailer where possible. The vehicle is designed for use with trailers and has been tested for towing trailers weighing up to 5,000 lb (2,268 kg). See your owner's manual for weight limits and restrictions.

- Projected EPA-estimated MPG ratings determined by manufacturer. EPA estimates are for weight limits and restrictions.

- For additional limitations and details.

- **Torsen®** is a registered trademark of JTEKT Torsen, Inc.
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EXTERIOR

ULTRA WHITE*
EXHILARATING WHITE PEARL
ATOMIC SILVER
MANGANESE LUSTER*
CAVIAR
BLACK ONYX
NORI GREEN PEARL

*Additional charge

WHAT AMAZING IDEAS WILL YOU INSPIRE NEXT?